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Abstract: Association rule mining is used for finding frequent itemsets form the Transaction database. There are many efficient algorithm used for finding support of the itemset which denote that itemset is frequent or not. From that algorithm, Eclat algorithm is used intersection for the support counting but it give low efficiency when number of transaction are large. In our algorithm considers the DIC(variation of apriori) approach it reduce the number of passes made over the transaction database. DIC maintains four itemsets dashed circle, dashed box, Solid circle and solid box for calculating the frequent itemset And used hash based technique for reduce the size of candidate itemsets. Using Hash based technique at that time collision sometime occur but overcome this problem by rehashing technique. Besides other efficiency improving methods the DIC give confirmed frequent itemset form transactional dataset and compare to other algorithm our proposed algorithm require less time.
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Introduction

Association rule mining was introduced by Agrawal, and initially used in large-scale transaction data recorded in supermarket to discovering interesting relations between variables in large databases. There are some efficient algorithms uses the downward-closure property of support which guarantees that for a frequent itemset. For example, one of properties used by the Apriori algorithm is that all subsets of a frequent itemset must also be frequent. Finding association rules is the core process of data mining and it is the most popular technique has been studied by many researchers. It is mining for association rules in database of sales transactions between items which is important field of the research in dataset. Using different algorithm through finding frequent itemset from large transactional dataset.

Frequent itemset mining has wide applications. The research in this field is started many years before but still emerging. This is a part of many data mining techniques like association rule mining, classification, clustering, web mining and correlations. The same technique is applicable to generate frequent sequences also. In general, frequent patterns like tree structures, graphs can be generated using the same principle. There are many applications where the frequent itemset mining is applicable. In short, they can be listed as market-basket analysis, bioinformatics, networks and most in many analyses.

In this paper we uses minhash technique for finding frequent itemset. And using bucket address provide the address space to that frequent itemset. And using Rehashing technique resolves the collisions that are encountered during various collision resolution techniques used in open addressing starategy. This is done by increasing the size of a hash table, and restoring all of the items into the hash table using the hash function h(k)=k%m where m is the new length of the hash table after increasing it..And also used dynamic counting method for adding item dynamically if required.

I. BACKGROUND

2.1 Minhash Technique

A hash table (hash map) is a data structure used to implement an associative array, a structure that can map keys to values. A hash table uses a hash function to compute an index into an array of buckets or slots, from which the correct value can be found. Hash functions are primarily used in hash tables, to quickly locate a data record given its search key. Hash technique through finding the bucket address and put that itemset on that index. But whenever collisions occur after mapping the frequent item sets then an immediate check for the number of buckets still vacant in the hash table must be done. If it is observed that the hash table is either half–filled or is more than half of the size of the hash table is occupied then it is appropriate to apply rehashing technique using which we can double the size of the hash table thus providing enough buckets for all frequent item sets without any collisions.
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2.2 Rehashing Technique

Rehashing is a technique used in hash tables to overcome hash collisions, when two different values to be searched for producing the same hash key. It is a popular collision resolution technique used on hash tables. Like linear probing, it uses one hash value as a starting point and then repeatedly steps forward an interval, until the desired value is located; an empty location is reached, or the entire table has been searched. In Linear probing, Quadratic probing and Double hashing, we have to guess the number of elements we need to insert into a hash table.

2.3 Dynamic Itemset Counting

This is an alternative to Apriori Itemset Generation. In this itemsets are dynamically added and deleted as transactions are read. It is based on the downward release property in which this calculates the itemsets to different point of time regarding the scan. This algorithm also used to ease the number of database for discovering the frequent itemsets by just counting the new element at any fact of time finished the run time

DIC maintains four sets of itemsets, namely Dashed Circle, Dashed Box, Solid Circle and Solid Box. Itemsets in the “dashed” sets are subjects for support counting while itemsets in the “solid” sets do not need to be counted. “Circles” contain infrequent itemsets while “boxes” contain frequent itemsets.

II. PROPOSED WORK

In general the structure of the transactional database may be in two different format – Horizontal data format and Vertical data format. In this paper, transactions of database are stored in the vertical format. Vertical data format, an “Item: TID” format in which “TID” is unique identifier for of a transaction and “Item” is an item in database.

In this paper, We use hash based technique for providing bucket address to frequent mining itemset. But sometime collision occur because size of hash table is less than the required size so avoid this problem we use hash method. It can be used to increase the size of a hash table, and restoring all of the items into the hash table using the hash function h(k)=k%m where m is the new length of the hash table after. And this paper we also use DIC method for add any no. of transaction in given database when required, which possible using dynamic itemset counting method.

A frequent itemset is an itemset that occurs frequently. In frequent pattern mining check itemsets occurs frequently or not. Find frequent itemset from the given dataset check count support of itemset. If count support is greater than or equal to the min support then that itemset is frequent otherwise not frequent. Different methods used for frequent itemset mining. Here use Hash & DIC method.

The steps for HashDIC algorithm is as follows:

- Apply DIC Technique to dataset.
- Get no. of unique items from the dataset.
- Get frequent mining itemset from given database.
- If collision occur then apply Hash technique and then get frequent itemset.
- Calculate Execution time require for finding frequent itemset.

III. EXPERIMENT

We apply the experiments on two fim datasets : 1) Online retail dataset 2) T40I10D100K dataset which have been commonly used for many frequent itemsets mining algorithms.

Here we use parameter for speed of HashDIC algorithm. Proposed algorithm give more speed compare to other algorithm. Comparision of the results can be show in the graph. Compare to Apriori and écclat algorithm HashDIC require less time. We perform our experiment in eclipse using java language. Java is purely object oriented language. Object oriented programming is a method of implementation in which programs are organized as cooperative collection of objects, each of which represents an instance of a class, and whose classes are all members of a hierarchy of classes united via inheritance relationship.
Fig 1: Comparison of HashDIC, Apriori and Eclat speed on Online retail dataset

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. of Records</th>
<th>Apriori(Time)</th>
<th>Eclat(Time)</th>
<th>HashDIC(Time)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10000</td>
<td>29306</td>
<td>16359</td>
<td>14720</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20000</td>
<td>54896</td>
<td>48751</td>
<td>40473</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30000</td>
<td>105854</td>
<td>83659</td>
<td>67953</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40000</td>
<td>133702</td>
<td>126100</td>
<td>82177</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50000</td>
<td>197020</td>
<td>172821</td>
<td>113031</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE I. Information of test online retail dataset

Fig 2: Comparison of HashDIC, Apriori and Eclat speed on T40I10D100K dataset

Dataset - T40I10D100K
Table II. Information of test T40I10D100K Dataset

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. Of Records</th>
<th>Apriori(Time)</th>
<th>Eclat(Time)</th>
<th>Hash DIC(Time)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>406</td>
<td>3074</td>
<td>297</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>951</td>
<td>8729</td>
<td>469</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3000</td>
<td>1197</td>
<td>20397</td>
<td>671</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4000</td>
<td>1518</td>
<td>26450</td>
<td>771</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5000</td>
<td>2268</td>
<td>33702</td>
<td>924</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV. CONCLUSION

In this work, we proposed an approach to find frequent itemset using dynamic itemset counting & hashing method. Here, We presented the frequent itemset finding using DIC technique. And put that itemset in their bucket address but some collision occur due to one key put at same location. Our method we can overcome this collision problem using hashing technique through and get the unique bucket address for each frequent mining itemset. And finding the no. of unique items from the dataset and calculate the execution time for frequent itemset mining. And proposed algorithm is faster than the comparing to other algorithm. For the further improvement, some other optimization methods can also be used to try in our framework.
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